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Attention
Photographers
and Artists
Colorado Lawyer would like to consider your
photograph and artwork for its cover.
SUBJECT MATTER

▶ Color photographs of Colorado landscapes; building interiors and exteriors
(including the State Capitol Building); landmarks; and animals (people can appear
only as incidentals and must not be identifiable)
▶ Color photographs (or scans) of artwork created in other media (e.g., oil
paintings/color ink, chalk, or pencil drawings)
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

▶ Vibrant color, sharp focus, high contrast
▶D
 igital photos preferred; photographic prints are accepted (copies printed on
laser or inkjet printers are not accepted)
▶ Use the highest quality image setting on your digital camera or smartphone.
▶P
 ortrait orientation (vertical) is preferred, but landscape orientation
(horizontal) is acceptable.
▶P
 hotos must be at least 5x7 inches, at a minimum resolution of 500 dpi; or
8x10 inches at 300 dpi for full photo cover.
▶S
 end the original JPG (.jpg) file directly from your digital camera or save photos
as RGB in TIFF (.tif ) format. Please do not resize or change resolution.
▶P
 hotos may be enhanced with image-editing software, but details must be
included in description.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

▶C
 BA members, active and retired only (does not include relatives
of CBA members)
▶L
 aw-related administrative staff
▶ Colorado law students
SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Email your photos to: kschuster@cobar.org. Mail or hand deliver to: Kate Schuster,
Colorado Lawyer, 1290 Broadway, Ste. 1700, Denver, CO 80203.
▶ I dentify the photographer; include legal affiliation, address, daytime phone
number, and email address.
▶ I nclude a brief description of the photograph and a working photograph title;
note where and when the photo was taken.
▶ I dentify equipment; camera settings; special techniques (if any) used; and film
type (if manual camera is used).
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